HIGH SCHOOL

Photography Award
EHHS/Ross School
Best in Show
Shannon Card for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Sharkey-Miller

Half Hollow Hills HS West
1st Place
Jillian Wilson for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Poligkeit

EHHS/Ross School
1st Place
Chris Bustamante for Black Bird
Teacher: Ms. Sharkey-Miller

EHHS/Ross School
2nd Place
Stephanie Jamet for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Sharkey-Miller
Half Hollow Hills HS West
3rd Place
Kristina Spinelli for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Poligkeit

Half Hollow Hills HS West
Honorable Mention
Sarah Philipbar for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Clemence

Half Hollow Hills HS West
Honorable Mention
Alexandra Harris for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Poligkeit

Half Hollow Hills HS West
Honorable Mention
Jacqueline Cooke for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Poligkeit
EHHS/Ross School
Honorable Mention
Danica Ciccariello for Canopy
Teacher: Ms. Sharkey-Miller

LHR Digital Painting Award
Longwood High School
Best in Show
John Murray for
Vintage Freedom
Teacher: Ms. Gerard

Digital Photography Award
EHHS/Ross School
1st Place
Rebecca Petoello for
Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Sharkey-Miller

EHHS
2nd Place
Josh Keltner for
Self Portrait
Teacher: Ms. Antczak
EHHS
2nd Place
Tevin Campbell for
Self Portrait
Teacher: Ms. Antczak

EHHS
3rd Place
Jeffrey Linares for
Self Portrait
Teacher: Ms. Antczak

EHHS
Honorable Mention
Andre Cherrington for
Self Portrait
Teacher: Ms. Antczak
LHR Works on Paper, Mixed Media
EHHS
Best in Show
Gabriella Vera-Abbassi for Rabdomante
Teacher: Ms. Evans

EHHS
1st Place
Lucas Gambino for Golden Rabdomante
Teacher: Ms. Evans

EHHS
2nd Place
Megan Farnham for Marker Study
Teacher: Ms. Evans

EHHS
3rd Place
Isabela Abeyta for Fuyu View
Teacher: Ms. Evans
EHHS
Honorable Mention
Zachary Waleko for Across the Pond
Teacher: Ms. Evans

EHHS
Honorable Mention
Katie Reed for Fly’s Eye Dome
Teacher: Ms. Evans

EHHS
Honorable Mention
Julia Lee for Fly’s Eye Dome
Teacher: Ms. Evans

EHHS
Honorable Mention
Christopher Bustamante for Rabdomante
Teacher: Ms. Evans
LHR Works on Paper Award
Longwood High School
Best in Show
Christopher Hart Jr. for Artist’s Paradise
Teacher: Ms. Gerard

Ross School
1st Place
Alia Knowlan for
Blue Poles, LongHouse
Teacher: Ms. Cross

Ross School
2nd Place
Jason Ng for Woodpile
Teacher: Ms. Cross

Ross School
3rd Place
Kathrin Fritz for
Flowers, LongHouse
Teacher: Ms. Cross
LHR Painting Award
EHHS
Best in Show
Skyler Conklin for Fly’s Eye
Teacher: Ms. Lawler

Longwood High School
1st Place
Brandon McClain for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Gerard

Ross High School
2nd Place
Eunice Kim for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Cross
Longwood High School
3rd Place
Ashley Garguilo for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Gerard

EHHS
Honorable Mention
Emma Comes for Mixed

EHHS
Honorable Mention
Katherine Lombardi for LongHouse Flowers
Teacher: Ms. Lawler

EHHS
Honorable Mention
Tess Talmage for Untitled
Teacher: Ms. Lawler
LHR Landscape Architecture and Design Award
EHHS/Ross Career Connections
Best in Show
Nathaniel Fyffe for
Sustainable House Design
Teacher: Ms. Fayyaz

Bridgehampton High School
1st Place
Bryzaida Perez for
Sustainable House Design
Teacher: Ms. Fayyaz
Bridgehampton High School
2nd Place
Ana Rosa Vallejo for Sustainable House Design
Teacher: Ms. Fayyaz

Bridgehampton High School
3rd Place
Jonathan Pineda for Sustainable House Design
Teacher: Ms. Fayyaz

LHR Ceramics Award
Bridgehampton High School
Best in Show
Ceramic Quilt Reflection
Teacher: Ms. Gianis

Longwood High School
1st Place
Kelly Rose DiFede for On the Pond
Teachers: Ms. Gerard, Ms. Gerlae
MIDDLE SCHOOL
LHR Sculpture Award
Home schooled
First Place
Grade 8
Chance Sevigny
Teachers: Ms. Bachemin, Ms. Jaffe

LHR Photography Award, Video stills
East Hampton Middle School
First Place
Grade 7
Michael Cahill
Teacher: Ms. Collins,
Ms. Greene, Mr. Krupp,
Mr. Mautschke,
Ms. Posillico,
Ms. Van Brunt, Mr. Ward

LHR Sculpture Award
Single-grade Collaborative
East Hampton Middle School
First Place
Grade 7
Accepting: Claudio Fino, Lindsey Lerner
Teacher: Ms. Batiste
LHR Interpretive Photography Award
Amagansett School
First Place
Grade 6
Abby Okin
Teacher: Mr. Hancock with Ms. Paris

Black Mirror

I don’t really
Have a black
Hole
As a heart.
You might think
I do
When you look
At me but I promise I don’t.
My heart is as pink and lovely as anybody’s,
But you just don’t see it without really looking
Beyond what’s shown. I’m portrayed as dark
And mean just because of the way I look. If only
People would look at me from a different
Perspective, with a pair of fresh eyes.
Sometimes
Being a
Certain color
Doesn’t make
You a
Certain person.

By Abby Okin

"Trickery Snake"

I twist and tangle up the tree
You’re close to me you get scared and flee
If you're close up you see I am a phony
I am made of pins and that's my formation
And that's the basis of my creation
I look like I'm strangling the tree
But really I'm as dead and lifeless as can be
Snake far away big,
Frightening & strong, scary, monster
Snake close up harmless, gentle
When you really examine me you will see
I'm not so bad

By Julian MacGurn
“Flower Ropes”

Flowers wrap around my viney back,
People walk under me with wonder and awe,
They look at the colors of my bright personality,
Overwhelming them with beauty.

Kids run
And
jump under me
with expressions
of amazement
Looking up at my viney, flowery back stretching to the end of time.
I live with personality.
I am filled with amazing, colorful beauty.
I stare down at people from thousands
Of millions of miles away.
I am the passage to heaven where beauty
Only knows its way.

by Bryce Slater

Dry River

The sun has dried me,
With forgotten promises
All I am is dirt.
Just an empty path,
Where the water does not flow,
Forever winding.
Small shrubs thrive in me,
There are rocks along my edge,
I’m the Dry River.

by Will Steinbrecher
Southampton Intermediate School
Honorable Mention
Grade 6
Annie Connolly-Sporing
Teacher: Ms. Charron

Southampton Intermediate School
First Place
Grade 6
Ariel Tello
Teacher: Ms. Charron

LHR Mixed Media Award
Southampton Intermediate School
First Place
Grade 6
Tucker Pizzanelli
Teacher: Ms. Charron
Vortex

I see a vortex.
I wonder where it goes?
Does it go anywhere,
Here or there?
No one will ever know!

By Alisson Castaneda

Earth Rock

I see an earth
How about you?
The sun shines
Beautifully through Water, land, air, and space.
Here we are on this magical place.
Looking at this rock
I see a planet,
Stars around, do you see?
Maybe this rock is made of granite.
Around and around here we are Why does it seem so far?

by Sophia Foglia
Bamboo

Crunch, Crunch!
There are no pandas here
But the picture is not real
I simply had an idea
I turned the camera round & round
Until it made a clicking sound
Then the picture was done

by Alyssa Jacoby
The LongHouse

The sounds of feet pacing through the pebbles
Workman turning on the sprinklers
The black elephant sitting on its trunk
Math cubes piled high making a city
The huge Japanese trees surrounding the house
The lake of mystery filled with animals of all sorts
Kids rolling down the swift amphitheater slopes
Fly eye domes, dangerous metal
Walking through the man’s shirt and tie looking sharp
Lightning rocks looking cracked
The slithery metallic snake on a tree
The goat’s depressing face
The marble polar bear lying at the edge of a pool
The vibrations on your hands after ringing the bell
The magic feeling of looking at the chess board
The Longhouse is beautiful and grand
Why must I have to say good-bye again?
Until next time Longhouse,
See you soon!

by Sofia Lehovitis
Happy Elephant

Caught my eye
Could an elephant really stand and stay
Standing on it's trunk?
Amazing elephant
Wonderful elephant
Upside-down elephant
At LongHouse
Could do a trunkstand

by AbbyQuin Nanci-Ross
Battenkill

Smooth water
Rough sidewalk
White paper
Brown table
Orange flag moving
Fast as a rabbit
Shiny as a crystal
Green as grass
Moving water

by Luke Burke

Cobalt Reeds

Candles of fire so bright
Skinny string you tie
Tall to reach the sky
Pointy and sharp sticks to grab
Grass cake
Blue night sky

by Dianne Celle
Jack’s Walla Wallas

Like pears on the ground
Like onions in a boat
Like balloons without a string
Like squashed picked
Yellow as the sun
Orange and red bubbles
Blue as the ocean
Beautiful

by Brody Eggert

Elefandret

Black as a bat flying in the sky
Whimsy as clown on a unicycle
Bumpy as a toad
Rusty chain hanging
Delicate as a piece of glass
Crumpled like black paper
Stable like the empire state building

by Zane Stenerson
LHR Sculpture Award, Mixed Media
JMMES
Fourth Grade
Emilio Espinoza,
Dennise Guzman
Teachers: Ms. McKee, Ms. Borowsky

JMMES
Third Grade
Nathan Fallon
Teacher: Ms. Streck
Running Water

My sculpture represents flowing water, a totem pole, and a waterfall. If I made the LongHouse I would make it out of wood and black rocks. If you look closely it looks like a hula skirt at the bottom. If I had the privilege of putting my sculpture in the LongHouse I would put Running Water next to Black Mirror because they look the same.

by Conor Brady

My World

On a visit to the LongHouse I saw many sculptures. I was inspired by them to create one of my own. I called it, My World. I feel that it represents how people feel about our world. The two figures are hugging the earth showing how much they love it. I like my sculpture and the way I created it.

by James Kim
The Beaty of Nature

On my trip to the LongHouse I saw many beautiful sculptures of nature. I worked to make one of my own. I created a butterfly to go near the pond. I named it The Beauty of Nature. It would go very well with the frogs and the lily pads floating in the pond.

by Danielle Lackner

The Box of Lines

Recently we went on a field trip to the LongHouse Reserve in East Hampton. When we returned to school we made little sculptures out of clay. My sculpture is called, The Box of Lines. If I made my sculpture for the LongHouse it would be made out of gray stone and it would be a five foot square. I got my inspiration from the Reclining Figure. Reclining Figure has different shapes coming out of it.

by Natalie Sepp
Nolan King
Montauk School
First Grade
Teachers: Ms. Irvine, Ms. Walsh

Emily McConnell

Benjamin Berkhofer

Anni Spacek

Lucia Ibrahim
LHR Sculpture Award, Single Grade
Collaborative
Ross Lower School
Kindergarten
Teachers: Ms. Adredge, Ms. Connell,
Ms. DeCecco, Mr. Klein with Ms. Allegra
blowing in the wind
LHR Installation Award, Collaborative
Southampton Elementary School
First Grade,
Dual Language Class
Teachers: Ms. Hantz,
Ms. Sammy with
Denise Silva-Dennis

LHR Installation Award, Single Grade Collaborative
Montauk School
First Grade
Teachers: Ms. Cutillo, Ms. Irvine, Ms. Walsh